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What do I need to know about processes
and evidence to start a new business
activity in a particular location?  

Introducing your business to a new place can be difficult,
especially if it is an activity that the community has not been
exposed to before.

For businesses

Talking to people and presenting a well-considered case as to
why the business will help rather than degrade the social
dynamics and the environment is really useful. Speed in
gaining any needed consents from local government and iwi
will be increased if you use rigorous and up-to-date risk
assessment procedures. 

Community support and environmental risk
assessment are essential
When you’re thinking of starting a new business activity
somewhere, work hard to get the community and hapū/iwi
onboard and do a thorough environmental risk assessment.

Get the community and hapū/iwi on your side

🔗 Dissecting the discourse of social licence to operate

Do an environmental risk assessment 

Understand what environmental stressors your activity will
produce. See the table. 
Understand what environmental stressors are already
happening — ask your community, hapū/iwi and council.  
Understand where the present ecological response footprint
is — ask your council or go through an exercise with your
community and hapū/iwi. Using this as an exercise could
help with gaining community and hapū/iwi support.

🔗 Using ecosystem response footprints to guide environmental
management priorities

Assess the cumulative effect of your intended activity in the
location you intend to do it. Do this by:  

If necessary, determine in consultation with those that
granted social licence whether there are other places it
could go or whether there are mitigations you could put in
place. In this case, use a risk assessment method that can
cope with multiple types of outcomes and evidence — see
the Risk and uncertainty decision tree, below 
Develop monitoring protocols and ‘what if’ actions in
consultation with your iwi/hapu, community, and council.  
Present risk assessment to council. 

assessing whether responses to your activity will
overlap the present ecological response footprint (ERF)
and consulting Adding other stressors in the following
section.
assessing the ecological health and connectivity of the
area

Adding other stressors
Managers and users of the marine environment often need to
assess what a new activity might do to the ecological health
of an environment. If the new activity generates a new
stressor(s), the following is a guide to the risk that this
additional stress generates. Activities and stressors can be
sorted into low, moderate, or high risk to ecological health
based on Gladstone-Gallagher et al (2024).  

Risk is high in adding an activity: 
if the activity generates multiple stressors. 

Risk is moderate in adding an activity that only generates a
single stressor: 

even if the stressor generated is at low-to-moderate level
but the stressor was already present and the addition will
increase its intensity or the area it covers. 

Risk is low in adding any stressor: 
if the stressor is at low levels, generates unimodal
responses and is not one that accumulates (generates
physical legacies such as mud content generated by
sedimentation). 

Risk is high in adding any stressor: 
if the stressor impacts on more than component of the
ecosystem network, especially if the stressor is one that
accumulates   
if the stressor is occurring at a high level and covers a
large area. 

Risk is moderate in adding any stressor: 
even if the stressor only occurs at low-to-moderate level,
but is one that accumulates and will cover a large area —
this risk will increase over time with the accumulation of
the legacy and move into a high-risk level 
if the stressor occurs at a moderate level and covers a
large area.

🔗 Calculating ecosystem response footprints

🔗 Assessing present ecological health

https://www.sustainableseaschallenge.co.nz/tools-and-resources/social-licence-poster/
https://www.sustainableseaschallenge.co.nz/tools-and-resources/activity-stressor-table
https://spj.science.org/doi/10.34133/ehs.0115
https://spj.science.org/doi/10.34133/ehs.0115
https://www.sustainableseaschallenge.co.nz/tools-and-resources/calculating-ecological-response-footprints
https://www.sustainableseaschallenge.co.nz/tools-and-resources/assessing-present-health/
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